Beneficent, kind and wise.
Despite the question whether it is art or not, those quiet tranquil portraits draw the viewer in.
It is one of the most astonishing exhibitions ever. Both floors of Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art
have been covered from floor to ceiling with photographic portraits of Tibetan saints, tulkus, who are the
reincarnations of the Buddha. More than 1100 tulkus cast their eyes on the visitor of this exhibitions, from the
Dalai Lama to his forefathers, from the Panchen Lamas to Hollywood star Steven Seagal, one of the few
Westerners to be recognized as the reincarnation of a tulku.
The photos have been collected by the Italian artist Paola Pivi (1971) who in the past year gained fame with an
artwork of an airplane spinning around its own ax on a New York square. Not unlike a football fan gone mad,
Pivi decided to construct a complete photo archive for her new work, bringing together all the tulkus who lived
from 1880 to today and who have never before been mapped out.
The existing photos come from many places, from the internet, monasteries and private households from India
to Tibet and America.
The enchanting images of the colorfully robed saints placed against a background of impressive natural
scenes or breathtaking temples, endow the secular art center with the ambiance of a church.
Fascinating, but, is it art?
It is at least not science, as it lacks a necessary social context. Coming from different times, nations and
schools, the tulkus are organized too chaotically for an outsider to come to any connections or understandings.
Intuition and aesthetics form the guiding thread through the portrait gallery. Visual attraction is paramount. So
yes, in that sense, it is art.
But Pivi also leans on illustrious predecessors, like the German portrait photographer August Sander, who in
the beginning of the previous century tried to constitute a representative cross-section of German society with
his groundbreaking work Menschen des 20 Jahrhunderts. Yet where Sander too strived for completeness and
objectivity, his work was rather a subjective artistic gesture towards the farmers and craftsmen threatened by
the industrialization in the area where he was born.
Pivi’s longing for objective completeness is also doomed to fail, as coincidence plays too big a part.
Photographing all tulkus never was and is part of the Tibetan tradition. Even if she succeeds in collecting all
the existing photographs from all over the world, it will still remain unclear which tulkus are missing, as their
portraits have simply never been taken. Pivi’s project too is in fact a grand, subjective artistic gesture towards
an oppressed Tibet, the native country of her husband.
Nonetheless, we witness a miracle in Witte de With. Non-believers too are eventually drawn into the spectacle
of the kind stares of those wise men who dedicated their lives to mental well-being and the happiness of

others, which shifts this homage silently to a next level. And there it changes into a plea to exchange the
dominant and harsh aspects of our Western society – money, power, competition – for the more gentle ones.
For wisdom, or compassion. Be it from spiritual leaders like the tulkus, or artists like Pivi.

